Financial Audits,
Evolved
The audit tools of today are not keeping pace with the needs of modern audit professionals. Existing computer
assisted audit tools (CAATs) are often time consuming to use and do not provide the insights and analytics required
to help effectively advise auditors or develop comprehensive financial. MindBridge provides intelligent audit
technology to help increase the speed and accuracy of every audit.

Take audit efficiency
to the next level

Comprehensive analysis
for accurate audits

Automation is key to maximizing the efficiency
of each financial audit or review your organization
performs. By removing manual processes, it is possible
to streamline time-consuming activities, which frees up
team members to use their expertise more effectively.

What if you could review every record from every file
across every department? Auditors today are limited by
time and their tools, restricting themselves to random
sampling and data filtering. With MindBridge there is
no dataset too large meaning the system is capable of
reviewing 100% of the data provided and calculating
a risk score for every process or person that interacts
with corporate data. This is how you can find more
instances of suspicious financial discrepancies.

Three ways that MindBridge helps you be
more efficient:
• Automated data intake saves you time
importing data
• Automated

risk-scoring is based on a blend of
control points and anomaly detection algorithms to
help guide you to entries that appear suspicious
• Automated insights recommend similar items to
look at and which steps to take next

Intelligent fraud detection to help you:
• Uncover more misstatements & potential fraud by
reviewing 100% of corporate data
• Know where to look due to intelligent risk-scores
• Smarter control points that combine best practices
and data science
• An intelligent system leveraging machine learning
that adapts to your needs

“MindBridge is changing the way we approach
fraud and financial analytics by using machine
learning to understand the entire financial
operations and then use this understanding
of the data to find fraud … and put the power
to stop loss early back in the hands of the
organization itself.”
Director Fraud Prevention
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Intelligent audits
start here

MindBridge is a revolutionary approach to audits that automates manual
processes and provides a risk-based assessment, helping organizations ensure
compliance and catch more fraud.

Risk-based scoring
An unbiased analysis of each individual’s t ransaction
history based on numerous control points and data
science algorithms.

Accessibility
For maximum impact, the system is intuitive requiring
little to no training meaning it can be used by anyone
for the most basic of audits all the way up to a forensic
investigation.

Security

Audit dashboard

All data is encrypted in transmission and at rest,
ensuring the protection of sensitive data.

A visual summary of all transaction data and risk scores
so that each auditor can determine where to focus
instead of using sampling techniques alone.

Streamlined data import
Eliminate tedious data collection processes b
 y simply
dragging and dropping files to an a
 utomated import
folder.

Audit trail
Maintain a log of user activity to adhere to mandatory
compliance standards.

Machine Learning
A evolving platform that will leverage the skills of your
best auditors and share the insights with everyone else.

Schedule a one-on-one demo
Speak with one of our experts so we can learn
about your unique goals
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